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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new nonintrusive reduced basis method when a cheap
low-fidelity model and expensive high-fidelity model are available. The method relies on proper or-
thogonal decomposition (POD) to generate the high-fidelity reduced basis and a shallow multilayer
perceptron to learn the high-fidelity reduced coefficients. In contrast to other methods, one distinct
feature of the proposed method is to incorporate the features extracted from the low-fidelity data as
the input feature, this approach not only improves the predictive capability of the neural network
but also enables the decoupling the high-fidelity simulation from the online stage. Due to its nonin-
trusive nature, it is applicable to general parameterized problems. We also provide several numerical
examples to illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction. Parameterized partial differential equations (PDEs) arise in
many complex scientific and engineering applications. A common task in such applica-
tions requires solving the underlying PDE efficiently and accurately for a large number
of parameter points in the parameter space, which poses a huge computational chal-
lenge, particularly for large-scale problems. To address this challenge, reduced-order
modeling or model reduction techniques [28, 14] have been proven to be successful
for many practical problems with low intrinsic dimension, including electromagnetic
scattering [7], multiscale simulations [16], and uncertainty quantification [6], to name
a few.
As one of major model reduction techniques, classical projection-based model
reduction algorithms, such as proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) based method
and reduced basis method (RBM) [31], generally follows an offline-online paradigm
[23]. At the offline stage, a set of reduced basis is built from a collection of full-order
simulation results. During the online stage, for a new parameter value, the reduced
model is constructed as a linear combination of the pre-computed reduced basis, where
the expansion coefficients are computed by projecting the full-order equation onto
the reduced approximation space [3]. Despite its success for many applications, this
coupling between the full-order model and the online stage requires major rewrites of
the sophisticated original legacy solver of the full order model. Additionally, it causes
computational inefficiency for nonlinear problems, where the online computational
complexity of the nonlinear term remains high due to its dependence on the degrees
of freedom (DOFs) of the full-order solution, instead of the dimension of reduced
approximation space.
To tackle these challenges, non-intrusive methods such as [38, 37] have been de-
veloped to construct a surrogate of the high-fidelity reduced coefficients so that the
reduced coefficients can be recovered without requiring a projection of the full-order
model. More specifically, the full-order simulations are only required for basis gen-
eration during the offline stage. During the online stage, the reduced coefficients are
recovered by interpolation over the parameter space. Even though this approach en-
ables decoupling between the full-order model and the online stage, the interpolation
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2approaches are prone to fail in complex applications, where the reduced coefficient
has a highly nonlinear dependency on the parameters [2].
In a recent work [15], a novel non-intrusive reduced basis method combining POD
and neural network was proposed, referred to as POD-NN. In this method, neural
networks, especially a shallow multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is used to approximate
the POD coefficients of high-fidelity data. Instead of using a nonadapted interpolation
basis set, neural networks provide a data-driven approach to approximate the mapping
from the physical model parameter space to the high-fidelity reduced coefficient space.
For nonlinear parameterized problems, it shows a superior performance compared to
traditional POD-Galerkin based methods. Nevertheless, it is important to note that
the input features of POD-NN are the physical model parameters, which are not
data-dependent and might not be strongly informative. While it would be desirable
to utilize the input feature from the high-fidelity data set to train the network at the
offline stage, this is still problematic since the online stage still requires a full-order
(high-fidelity) simulation to generate the high-fidelity feature. Therefore, utilizing
high-fidelity features is not practical for many scientific and engineering applications
with expensive high-fidelity solvers.
It is worth noting that the aforementioned methods are based on single fidelity
solver of the full-order model, which is usually computationally expensive. In many
practical problems, there often exists models with different fidelities [1, 35, 9]. Al-
though the low-fidelity models are inaccurate, they can still mimic important be-
haviors of the underlying problem with a much lower computational cost. Many
recent works in computational science and engineering community suggested that it
is advantageous to combine low-fidelity and high-fidelity models together to improve
computational accuracy or efficiency under different contexts, such as uncertainty
quantification [24, 42, 41, 26, 13, 27, 39], optimization [30, 29, 22]. Much of multifi-
delity research work in machine learning have been focused on optimization setting
[8, 20, 34, 18] as well as the ensemble learning [11, 40]. In general, the main differ-
ences between those multifidelity algorithms lie in the problem setting and the way
to integrate the multifidelity model or data together.
Motivated by the recent developments in multifidelity modeling and reduced or-
der modeling [15], we propose a new nonintrusive reduced basis method when a cheap
low-fidelity model and expensive high-fidelity model are available. In this work, we
train a two-hidden-layer perceptron to approximate the high-fidelity reduced coeffi-
cients, referred to as Bi-Fidelity data-assisted Neural Network (BiFi-NN). More specif-
ically, besides using the original physical model parameter itself as the input feature
suggested in [15], we also augment additional features extracted from the cheap low-
fidelity data as the input feature. These new features are not only data-dependent, but
also encode more prior information into neural networks. Additionally, it decouples
the high-fidelity simulations from the online stage. This provides a competitive alter-
native to existing nonintrusive reduced basis methods that produce accurate reduced
solutions with an affordable online computational cost.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the setup of the problem.
Section 3 briefly reviews the POD-NN method from [15], then introduces our proposed
method - BiFi-NN and discuss the error contribution of the proposed method. In
Section 4, we illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed BiFi-NN algorithm via several
numerical examples. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
32. Problem Setup. For simplicity of presentation, we consider the following
parameterized PDEs: {
Lu(x, z) = f, in D,
u = g, on ∂D,
(2.1)
where D ⊂ Rn is the physical domain and the parameter z ∈ Iz ⊂ Rd with d ≥ 1
represents the either the physical parameters or uncertain parameters in the model.
Assume that we have two different models for (2.1) available: a high-fidelity
solution uh(x, z) : D × Iz → Vh and a low-fidelity solution ul(x, z) : D × Iz → Vl,
where Vh is the discrete approximation space for the high-fidelity solution and Vl is the
approximation space for low-fidelity solution. Typically, the dimension of Vh is large in
order to resolve the details of the system with high accuracy, while Vl is parameterized
with fewer degrees of freedom than the high-fidelity space, i.e., 1 ≤ dimVl  dimVh.
Consequently, the high-fidelity solutions are more accurate and expensive to simulate,
while the low-fidelity solutions are cheap to simulate. Even though the accuracy of
low-fidelity solution is typically lower than the high-fidelity solution, it is still capable
of capturing the important features of the underlying problem.
In this paper, our goal is to efficiently construct a nonintrusive reduced model
that is able to produce an accurate approximation of high-fidelity solution uh(z) with
affordable online computational cost, particularly for nonlinear problems. To achieve
this, we shall take advantage of the predictive capability of the neural network and
the data from the low-fidelity and high-fidelity models.
3. Method. To set the stage for the later discussion, we first briefly review
the POD-NN algorithm proposed in [15], then discuss the proposed bi-fidelity data-
assisted neural network approximation - the BiFi-NN method and a modification
of the POD-NN method as a reference solution. Finally, we shall discuss the error
contributions.
3.1. POD-NN. The POD-NN method proposed in [15] basically consists of the
following steps:
(1) Select a subset of parameters ΓP = {z1, z2, . . . , zP } ⊂ Iz. For each sample zi ∈
ΓP , perform the corresponding high-fidelity full-order simulation to generate the
snapshot matrix
S = [uh(z1), uh(z2), . . . , uh(zP )],
then construct the high-fidelity POD reduced basis set Vh.
(2) Select a subset of parameters Γ = {z1, z2, . . . , zM} ⊂ Iz, independent of ΓP .
For each sample zi ∈ Γ, perform a high-fidelity full-order simulation to get the
high-fidelity solution uh(zi). Then compute the first r POD coefficients ch(zi) =
[ch,1(zi), · · · , ch,r(zi)]> on the reduced approximation space.
(3) Construct and train a multi-layer perceptron with the training set collected in
the previous step, where the input is the parameter z and the output is the high-
fidelity POD coefficient vector ch(z).
(4) At the online stage, for a new parameter value z∗, evaluate the trained network
to predict the corresponding reduced coefficients c˜h(z
∗) and then compute the
reduced solution.
In the following, we shall discuss each step of the POD-NN algorithm in detail.
43.1.1. The proper orthogonal decomposition. In this section, we shall briefly
introduce the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [4], which is the building block
of the POD-NN method. As one of the most widely used methods to generate re-
duced basis, the general idea of POD is to seek for a set of parameter-independent
function basis for the low-dimensional representation of the full-order solution space
Vh. Assume we have a collection of high-fidelity solutions at a selected set of param-
eter points ΓP = {z1, z2, . . . , zP } available, which is assumed to be large and rich
enough to represent the parameter space. We concatenate the high-fidelity solutions
as the following snapshot matrix:
Sh = [uh(z1), uh(z2), . . . , uh(zP )] ∈ RNh×P . (3.1)
Each column is a high-fidelity solution uh(zi) at the parameter zi, of length Nh,
reflecting the degrees of freedom of the high-fidelity solution. With this snapshot
matrix Sh, a singular value decomposition is then performed to reveal the reduced
space:
Sh = UhΣhW
>
h , (3.2)
where Uh ∈ RNh×P and Wh ∈ RP×P are orthogonal matrices. The diagonal matrix
Σh = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σR, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ RP×P satisfies σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . σR > 0. R is the
rank of the snapshot matrix. The first r(< R) columns of Uh are chosen to form the
basis of the reduced space Vr, i.e.,
Vr = span{Uh,1, Uh,2, . . . , Uh,r}. (3.3)
Under the context of reduced-order modeling, we assume r  Nh. Once the reduced
basis set is available, the reduced representation of the high-fidelity snapshot uh(zj)
can be written in the following form:
ur(zj) =
r∑
i=1
ch,i(zj)Uh,i, (3.4)
where the high-fidelity POD coefficient vector ch(zj) = [ch,1(zj), . . . , ch,r(zj)]
> ∈
Rr can be computed by projecting the full-order snapshot uh(zj) onto the reduced
approximation space Vr:
ch(zj) = V
>
h uh(zj), (3.5)
where the basis matrix Vh = [Uh,1, Uh,2, . . . , Uh,r].
We shall emphasize that traditional projection-based reduced basis methods need
to project the full-order equation into the reduced approximation space to recover the
high-fidelity POD coefficient vector for a new given z. We refer interested readers to
[28, 14] for more details of the traditional projection-based reduced basis methods. In
contrast, the basic idea of POD-NN is to construct a surrogate of high-fidelity POD
coefficients by a neural network so that the projection of the high-fidelity model is
not needed during the online stage.
3.1.2. Neural Network. The second key ingredient of POD-NN is the neural
network approximation. Neural network is a universal function approximation model
with the capability to learn from any type of observed data, thus provides an alter-
native to traditional function approximation methods [33]. One widely-used class of
5neural networks is the feedforward network, which is also called multi-layer percep-
trons (MLPs) [17]. It consists of a collection of layers, including an input layer, an
output layer, and a number of hidden layers. Each hidden layer contains a certain
number of neurons, called hidden units, and a nonlinear activation function. For
traditional MLPs, the connection between two continuous layers is an affine function
defined by a set of weights and biases.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of a two-hidden-layer MLP.The circles repre-
sent the neurons in input, hidden and output layers, and information flows from left
to right.
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐻1 𝐻2
Fig. 3.1. The structure of a two-hidden-layer neural network with three input nodes and two
output nodes.
As a crucial step to construct the neural network, the training of the neural
network generally involves gradient-based optimization. The gradient information
is usually computed through backpropagation. Widely used gradient-based training
algorithms for large networks includes stochastic gradient descent, RMSprop, and
Adam [32].
3.1.3. POD-NN Algorithm. With the two building blocks discussed in the
previous section, we discuss the basics of POD-NN in this section. POD-NN in [15]
employed a shallow neural network to build a surrogate of high-fidelity POD coeffi-
cient. The input of the network is the parameter z and the output is the high-fidelity
POD coefficient vector ch(z). It consists of two dense hidden layers with the same
number of hidden units, whose structure is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The resulted POD-NN approximation of the high-fidelity POD coefficient vector
ch(z) can be represented as follows:
c˜h(z) = Φ(z; θ), (3.6)
where Φ(z; θ) is the trained neural network approximation for the coefficient ch(z)
and θ is the parameter of the neural network.
Once the neural network is trained, we perform a forward pass to predict the re-
duced coefficient c˜h(z
∗) for a new given z∗, during the online stage. The corresponding
reduced solution is given by
u˜h(z
∗) = Vhc˜h(z∗), (3.7)
where Vh is the high-fidelity POD basis set. We emphasize that the key advantage of
this approach is that the high-fidelity model is completely decoupled from the online
stage.
6Fig. 3.2. The network structure of the POD-NN method. The input is the parameter vector z
and the output is the high-fidelity POD coefficient vector ch(z).
This completes the description of the original POD-NN algorithm. The detailed
steps of the corresponding offline and online algorithms are summarized in Algorithm
1 and Algorithm 2. We refer interested readers to [15] for more details of POD-NN.
Algorithm 1: Offline Stage for POD-NN
1 Sample a collection of parameters Γ = {z1, z2, . . . , zM} ⊂ Iz.
2 Run the high-fidelity model for each zj ∈ Γ.
3 Compute the POD coefficient vector ch(zj) for each high-fidelity snapshot
uh(zj) by projection:
ch(zj) = V
>
h uh(zj), j = 1, . . . ,M.
4 Train a network Φ(z; θ) with the input z and the output ch(z).
Algorithm 2: Online Stage for POD-NN
1 Evaluate the trained network Φ(z; θ) at the given parameter z∗ to predict the
high-fidelity POD coefficient c˜h(z
∗)
2 Compute the POD-NN approximation of the high-fidelity solution for the
given z∗:
u˜h(z
∗) = Vhc˜h(z∗).
3.2. Bi-Fidelity Data-Assisted Neural Network. As we discussed in the
previous section, POD-NN focuses on learning the map from the parameter space
Iz to the high-fidelity POD coefficient space Ch ∈ Rr. Nevertheless, from the view
of the conventional wisdom in the machine learning community, the parameter z as
the input feature is not data-independent and might not be strongly informative nor
encode much prior knowledge.
Alternatively, since low-fidelity models are cheap to evaluate and can capture some
7important information of the underlying physical systems, it would be desirable to use
low-fidelity data to extract useful features to improve the predictive performance of
the neural network approximation. In this paper, we propose a novel bi-fidelity data-
assisted neural network approximation (BiFi-NN) by modifying the original POD-NN
algorithm: during the offline stage, we first employed the POD coefficient cl(z) of the
low-fidelity model as the augmented data-dependent features, and train the neural
network to predict high-fidelity POD coefficient ch(z). In contrast to the original
POD-NN, the learned mapping is now from the combined feature space (the original
parameter space Iz and the low-fidelity coefficient space Cl ∈ Rr) to the high-fidelity
POD coefficients space Ch. During the online stage, it only requires one cheap low-
fidelity simulation run to generate the low-fidelity POD coefficients to predict the
high-fidelity POD coefficients from the pre-trained neural network. Such an approach
not only allows us to incorporate more relevant features to improve the predictive
performance, but also remove the dependence on the high-fidelity solver from the
online stage.
In the following, we shall present the details of the offline and online stage of the
proposed BiFi-NN algorithm.
3.2.1. Offline Stage. There are two major steps at offline stage: (1) prepare
the data. (2) train the neural network. We shall detail each step in this section.
Data Preparation. We first sample a collection of parameters ΓP = {z1, z2, . . . , zP }
⊂ Iz and run the corresponding low-fidelity and high-fidelity simulations. Based on
the acquired simulation data, we compute the corresponding POD basis set Vl and
Vh. To prepare the training input-output pairs for the next step, we run low-fidelity
and high-fidelity simulations over a sample set Γ = {z1, z2, . . . , zM} ⊂ Iz, independent
of ΓP . And then we compute the corresponding low-fidelity and high-fidelity POD
coefficients: cl(zj), ch(zj), ∀zj ∈ Γ.
Architecture and Training of BiFi-NN. Once the data is available, we shall
construct a surrogate for the high-fidelity POD coefficients. More specifically, we shall
train r neural networks to predict the r components of the high-fidelity coefficient
ch(z) separately. The structure of the i
th network consisting of two hidden layers is
illustrated in Figure 3.3, where the numbers of hidden units in both layers are equal,
and the training input is given by concatenating the parameter z and the low-fidelity
POD coefficient vector cl(z) together, i.e.,
x = (z, cl(z)) ∈ Iz × Cl, (3.8)
and the output y is the ith component ch,i(z) of the high-fidelity POD coefficient ch(z)
We remark that the structure of BiFi-NN is similar with POD-NN. However, there are
two major differences between BiFi-NN and POD-NN: (1) We incorporate additional
new features from the low-fidelity data in order to improve the predictive power
of the neural network (2) Instead of training a single neural network to predict all
components of the high-fidelity coefficient ch(z) (referred to as the joint approach), we
train r neural networks to predict each component of the high-fidelity coefficient ch(z)
separately, whose predictive accuracy should be comparable to the joint approach.
Nevertheless, BiFi-NN is expected to be relatively easy to train and more memory-
efficient due to the compact configuration (single output node for each network).
Consequently, the BiFi-NN approximation of the ith component of the high-
fidelity POD coefficient ch(z) can be represented as follows:
c˜h,i(z) = Φi(x; θ), i = 1, . . . , r, (3.9)
8Fig. 3.3. The network structure of the ith net of the proposed BiFi-NN method. The input
is the concatenation of the parameter vector z and the low-fidelity POD coefficient cl(z), and the
output is the ith component of high-fidelity POD coefficient ch(z).
where Φi is the trained neural network approximation for the i
th component of the
high-fidelity coefficient ch(z) and θ is the parameter of the network.
We remark that the high-fidelity models are expensive to simulate, hence the
number of high-fidelity training data is limited. To avoid over-fitting, we limit our-
selves to a two-hidden-layer structure which theoretically can approximate any func-
tion [25, 10]. In addition, since the neural network is shallow, there is less concern
about the vanishing of gradients. Therefore, we choose to use tanh as the activation
function to make use of its nonlinearity. To train the neural network, we optimize the
mean squared loss function by the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm, which is
suitable to train a shallow network with a small number of connections as suggested
in [12, 15].
Algorithm 3 outlines the detailed steps for the offline stage.
3.2.2. Online stage. Once the neural network is trained, we can predict the
high-fidelity POD projection coefficients very efficiently. Given a new parameter z∗,
one needs to
• Run the low-fidelity model and compute its r low-fidelity POD coefficients
via a projection onto the low-fidelity reduced approximation space, i.e.,
cl(z
∗) = V >l ul(z
∗). (3.10)
and concatenate the learned low-fidelity coefficients with z∗:
x∗ = (z∗, cl(z∗)). (3.11)
• For i = 1, . . . , r, evaluate the pre-trained network Φi(x∗; θ) to approximate
the ith component of the corresponding high-fidelity POD coefficients ch(z
∗),
and the results are concatenated to obtain the POD coefficient vector, i.e.,
c˜h,i(z
∗) = Φi(x∗; θ), i = 1, · · · , r. (3.12)
9Algorithm 3: Offline Stage for BiFi-NN
1 Sample a collection of parameters Γ = {z1, z2, . . . , zM} ⊂ Iz.
2 Run the low-fidelity model ul(zj) and high-fidelity model uh(zj) for each
zj ∈ Γ.
3 Compute the POD coefficients for both fidelities by projection:
cl(zj) = V
>
l ul(zj), ch(zj) = V
>
h uh(zj), j = 1, . . . ,M.
4 Concatenate the parameter zj with the corresponding low-fidelity coefficient
cl(zj) to form the input for the proposed neural network:
xj = (zj , cl(zj)).
5 For i = 1, . . . , r, train the network Φi(x; θ) with ch,i(z) as the output
independently.
• The resulted BiFi-NN approximation of the high-fidelity solution for the given
parameter z∗ is given by
u˜h(z
∗) = Vhc˜h(z∗). (3.13)
We emphasize that for a new given parameter z∗, our method only requires one
additional low-fidelity run to extract the additional input feature to predict the high-
fidelity reduced coefficient during the online stage. Therefore, the online cost mainly
depends on the cost of low-fidelity solvers. Since we assume the low-fidelity model is
cheap to compute, this cost should be affordable.
Algorithm 4 outlines the details for the online stage.
Algorithm 4: Online Algorithm of BiFi-NN
1 Run the low-fidelity model ul(z
∗) for the given z∗.
2 Compute the low-fidelity POD coefficients and concatenate the learned
low-fidelity coefficients with z∗:
cl(z
∗) = V >l ul(z
∗), x∗ = (z∗, cl(z∗)).
3 For i = 1, . . . , r, evaluate the trained neural network Φi at the combined
feature x∗ to the BiFi-NN approximation of the ith component of the
high-fidelity POD coefficient:
c˜h,i(z
∗) = Φi(x∗; θ), i = 1, · · · , r.
and concatenate the results to obtain the coefficient vector c˜h(z
∗).
4 Compute the BiFi-NN approximation of the high-fidelity solution uh(z
∗) for
the given z∗:
u˜h(z
∗) = Vhc˜h(z∗).
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Fig. 3.4. Network structure of the ith net for modified POD-NN method. The input is the
parameter vector z, and the output is the ith component of the high-fidelity POD coefficient ch(z).
3.3. A modified POD-NN Algorithm. From the discussion in the previous
section, BiFi-NN trains r neural networks to predict the high-fidelity POD coefficient
ch(z), where the output for the i
th net is the ith component of the high-fidelity coeffi-
cient ch(z). In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the additional input features
of BiFi-NN, we proposed to slightly modify the POD-NN structure so that it has the
same output layer with the BiFi-NN and the rest of architecture is the same with
that of the original POD-NN discussed in Section 3.1. The structure of the ith net is
illustrated in Figure 3.4. All r nets have the same structure for the sake of simplicity.
We referred this method as modified POD-NN (MPOD-NN).
Consequently, the modified POD-NN approximation of the ith component of the
high-fidelity POD coefficient vector ch(z) can be represented as follows:
c˜h,i(z) = Φi(z; θ), i = 1, . . . , r, (3.14)
where Φi(z; θ) is the trained neural network approximation for the coefficient ch,i(z)
and θ is the parameter of the network.
During the online stage, for each given parameter z∗, we obtain the ith component
of high-fidelity POD coefficient c˜h(z
∗) by a forward pass through the ith pre-trained
net. All these predicted results are concatenated into the POD coefficient vector
c˜h(z
∗) = [c˜h,1(z∗), . . . , c˜h,r(z∗)]>. The corresponding reduced solution of the high-
fidelity solution uh(z
∗) is then given by
u˜h(z
∗) = Vhc˜h(z∗). (3.15)
For the same amount of training samples, the predictive accuracy of the modified
POD-NN is expected to be comparable with the original POD-NN. In contrast to r
output nodes in the original POD-NN, each net in modified POD-NN only has a single
output node. Therefore each net in the modified POD-NN is is relatively easy to train
with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm due to the compactness of the network.
3.4. Discussion of Error Contributions. Since the error estimation for neural
network approximation is still under development in the literature, a detailed error
analysis is difficult to perform. Here, we briefly discuss the error contribution of the
approximation for the high-fidelity solution. To estimate the error, it is sufficient to
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consider the approximation error between the high-fidelity solution and the reduced
solution at each parameter point z:
ea(z) =
‖uh(z)− u˜h(z)‖
‖uh(z)‖ =
‖uh(z)− Vhch(z) + Vh(ch(z)− c˜h(z))‖
‖uh(z)‖
=
‖uh(z)− VhV >h uh(z) + Vh(ch(z)− c˜h(z))‖
‖uh(z)‖
≤ ‖uh(z)− VhV
>
h uh(z)‖+ ‖Vh(ch(z)− c˜h(z))‖
‖uh(z)‖
≤ ep(z) + ‖Vh‖‖ch(z)− c˜h(z)‖‖uh(z)‖
≤ ep(z) + ec(z),
(3.16)
where ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm in RNh . To get the last inequality, we used the fact
that the POD basis Vh is orthonormal. ea, ep and ec are defined as follows:
• ea(z) represents the approximation error of the reduced solution u˜h(z), which
is measured by the relative L2 error between the reduced solution and the
high-fidelity solution:
ea(z) =
‖uh(z)− u˜h(z)‖
‖uh(z)‖ =
‖uh(z)− Vhc˜h(z)‖
‖uh(z)‖ . (3.17)
• ep(z) represents the projection error of the high-fidelity solution uh(z), which
is measured by the relative L2 error between the high-fidelity solution uh(z)
and its projection onto the high-fidelity reduced approximation space Vr:
ep(z) =
‖uh(z)− VhV >h uh(z)‖
‖uh(z)‖ . (3.18)
Assume a reasonable good reduced approximation space exists, the projection
error can be reduced by increasing the dimension of the reduced approxima-
tion space.
• ec(z) represents the coefficient error due to the neural network approxima-
tion, which is measured by the relative L2 error between the learned POD
coefficient vector c˜h(z) and the high-fidelity coefficient vector ch(z):
ec(z) =
‖ch(z)− c˜h(z)‖
‖uh(z)‖ . (3.19)
We remark that the error ec depends many factors, such as the optimization
algorithms for training, choice of loss functions, choice of the input features
and available training points. In this project, we mainly explore the role of
the features extracted from the low-fidelity data on the predictive accuracy
of the proposed neural network.
On the other hand, the projection error is the smallest distance between uh and
the reduced space Vr, i.e.,
ep(z) = min
u˜h∈Vr
‖uh(z)− u˜h(z)‖
‖uh(z)‖ , (3.20)
hence it provides a lower bound for the approximation error ea. Consequently, we
have
ep(z) ≤ ea(z) ≤ ep(z) + ec(z). (3.21)
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The inequalities (3.21) gives both upper and lower bound for the approximation
error of the reduced solution expressed in terms of the projection error and the coef-
ficient error. This also reveals the approximation error ea’s dependence on two major
error contributions - the coefficient error committed by neural network approximation
and the projection error of high-fidelity solutions on the reduced space. Even though
this is a rough analysis of the error contribution, it still provide a general guideline
to analyze the error behavior of the proposed method in the next section.
Remark 3.1. By the linearity of the expectation operator and (3.21), we can also
get the error bound of the mean relative approximation error as follows:
E[ep(z)] ≤ E[ea(z)] ≤ E[ep(z)] + E[ec(z)]. (3.22)
4. Numerical Examples. In this section, we present several numerical exam-
ples to illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed method. To mea-
sure the accuracy of the approximation, we shall compute the following three types
of errors over an independent test of size M :
(a) The mean approximation error of the reduced solution u˜h(z), measured by the
relative L2 error with respect to the high-fidelity solution uh(z) :
εa =
1
M
M∑
i=1
‖uh(zi)− u˜h(zi)‖
‖uh(zi)‖ , (4.1)
where ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm in RNh .
(b) The coefficient learning error for the first r POD coefficients, measured by the
mean relative L2 error
εc =
1
M
M∑
i=1
‖ch(zi)− c˜h(zi)‖
‖uh(zi)‖ , (4.2)
where ch(z) = [ch,1(z), . . . , ch,r(z)]
> is the coefficient vector of the first r POD
coefficients.
(c) The mean relative POD projection error for high-fidelity solution,
εp =
1
M
M∑
i=1
‖uh(zi)− VhV >h uh(zi)‖
‖uh(zi)‖ . (4.3)
By the similar procedure in Section 3.4, we can derive a similar result:
εp ≤ εa ≤ εp + εc. (4.4)
The inequality (4.4) is a discrete version of (3.22).
For all examples in the rest of the section, we employ a two-hidden-layer neural
network for both modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN. We remark that an additional
dataset is used for validation, whose size is 25% of the training set. To find the best
network configuration, i.e, the number of hidden unitsH, we choose the best results for
the modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN over the number of hidden units H (varying from
1 to 24). For simiplicity, we set two hidden layers with the same number of hiddent
units H1 = H2 = H. The optimization is carried out by the Levenberg-Marquardt
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(LM) algorithm as mentioned before. The multiple restarts approach is employed to
prevent the results from depending on the way the weights are (randomly) initialized.
In other words, for each configuration, we train 10 nets with random initial conditions,
and select the network with the smallest validation error.
With loss of generality, we employed the solutions solved on coarse and fine meshes
as the low-fidelity and high-fidelity models in our numerical examples due to their
availability for most applications. Nevertheless, the method itself has no restriction
on both models employed if they model the same physical system.
4.1. 1D stochastic elliptic equation. We first consider a 1D elliptic equation
with random diffusivity coefficient, a standard benchmark problem in the context of
uncertainty quantification as follows:{
−(a(x, z)u′(x))′ = 1, x ∈ (0, 1),
u(0) = u(1) = 0,
(4.5)
with the random diffusivity coefficient a(x, z) given as follows:
a(x, z) = 1 +
1
2
d∑
k=1
1
kpi
cos(2kpix)zk. (4.6)
The parameter z = (z1, z2, · · · , zd), where each coordinate of z is a uniformly dis-
tributed random variable in [−1, 1]. We fix the dimension d = 10 and therefore, it is
a 10-dimensional problem in the parameter space.
We solve (4.5) by Chebyshev collocation method (in physical space). We employ
Kh = 128 Chebyshev collocation points for the high-fidelity model and Kl = 32
collocation points for low-fidelity models. In all cases, the models are evaluated on
a 100-point uniform mesh in the physical space. The error metrics are evaluated on
a test set of 100 Monte Carlo points, and the reduced basis sets are computed with
100 snapshot solutions independent from both training and test sets. In the following
tests, we shall train both BiFi-NN and modified POD-NN with the same training
sets of different sizes and present the results of each method with the corresponding
optimal hidden units (H1 = H2 = H) over the same test set.
Figure 4.1 (left) shows the approximation error of modified POD-NN and BiFi-
NN as well as the projection error with respect to the number of the high-fidelity POD
basis. Both modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN continue to decrease as the number of
POD basis increases and saturate later on. The saturation is because the coefficient
error is dominant over the projection error when the dimension of the reduced ap-
proximation space is not large enough. When more training data is available, the
saturation level can be further deduced by increasing the size of the network shown in
Figure 4.1 (left). Moreover, BiFi-NN can further saturate at a much lower level than
modified POD-NN for a fixed training set. This indicates that the additional input
features we incorporated in BiFi-NN can effectively improve the predictive capability
of the neural network.
To better understand the properties of BiFi-NN, we plot the coefficient error by
modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN for a fixed reduced dimension r = 16 with respect
to the size of training set shown in Figure 4.1 (right). It is clear that the coefficient
error begins to dominate when the training set is small. As we increase the number
of the training set, both modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN get more accurate results.
It is evident that BiFi-NN achieves a smaller coefficient error compared to modified
POD-NN, due to the effectiveness of the low-fidelity feature.
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Fig. 4.1. Left: Convergence results of approximation error εa by modified POD-NN and BiFi-
NN (based on the low-fidelity model (4.5) with Kl = 32) with the training sets of different sizes
(N = 100, 200, 400). Right: Coefficient error with r = 16 by modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN with
respect to the size of training set compared to the projection error. The solid lines are results of
BiFi-NN, and the dashed lines represent modified POD-NN.
We remark that this is a linear problem, therefore traditional projection-based
reduced basis method can also produce accurate results via a reasonable number of
high-fidelity reduced basis. We present this example only for benchmark purposes to
examine the accuracy of the proposed method.
4.2. 2D Nonlinear Elliptic equation. We next consider the following param-
eterized 2D nonlinear elliptic equation [5] to illustrate its performance on nonlinear
PDEs :
−∆u(x, y) + s(u(x, y);µ) = 100 sin(2pix) sin(2piy), (4.7)
where
s(u;µ) =
µ1
µ2
(eµ2u − 1), (4.8)
with a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. The spatial domain is (x, y) ∈
Ω = (0, 1)2, The parameters are µ = (µ1, µ2) ∈ [0.01, 10]2.
We solve this problem using P1 finite element. For low-fidelity solutions, we use
135 elements, while for high-fidelity model, we use 2960 elements. The training set
is sampled by Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [19], while the test set is generated
on 256 uniform grids in the parameter space, and the reduced basis set is generated
from 225 uniform grid points in the parameter space.
The approximation error of modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN are plotted in Fig-
ure 4.2 (left). We first observed that both modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN enjoy fast
decay with respect to the number of high-fidelity POD basis and resemble the project
error. As the number of high-fidelity basis increases, modified POD-NN saturates
quickly and while BiFi-NN can continue to decrease and saturates at a lower level,
indicating the effectiveness of low-fidelity features. We also investigate the effects
of the size of the training set and report the results in Figure 4.2 (left). It is clear
that the predictive accuracy of both modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN can be further
improved when more training date is available. Overall, BiFi-NN produced a lower
coefficient error.
We next fix the reduced dimension r = 10, which results in a small projection
error shown in Figure 4.2 (right). We expect to see the dominance of the coefficient
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errors due to neural network approximation. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 4.2
(right), which plots the coefficient errors with respect to the size of the training set.
The coefficient errors are much larger than the projection error in Figure 4.2 (right)
confirming that in this case, the largest error contribution stems from the coefficient
error. In addition, BiFi-NN has a similar convergence rate with modified POD-NN,
but the coefficient error is roughly one order smaller than that of modified POD-NN.
This demonstrates the additional low-fidelity features does help improve the predictive
capability of the network approximation.
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MPOD-NN,N=400,H=5
BiFi-NN,N=400,H=8
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10 -3
projection,r=10
MPOD-NN,r=10
BiFi-NN,r=10
Fig. 4.2. Left: Convergence results of approximation error εa by modified POD-NN and BiFi-
NN for problem (4.7) with training sets of different sizes (N = 100, 200, 400). Right: Coefficient
error with r = 10 by modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN with respect to the size of training set compared
to the projection error. The solid lines are results of BiFi-NN, and the dashed lines represent
modified POD-NN.
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10 -2
10 -1 projection
MPOD-NN,N=100,H=7
POD-NN,N=100,H=10
Fig. 4.3. Numerical convergence of approximation error εa by original POD-NN and modified
POD-NN applied to problem (4.7) with a training set of size N = 100. The solid lines are the
approximation errors of original POD-NN, and the dashed lines represent modified POD-NN.
We also compare numerical convergence for the original POD-NN and the modi-
fied POD-NN based on 100 training points shown in Figure 4.3. The results suggest
that both approaches reach a comparable accuracy for this example. In addition, the
hidden unit in each layer of POD-NN is H = 10, while the configuration of modified
POD-NN is slightly more compact with H = 7. These results justifies that the use
of modified POD-NN as a baseline solution is reasonable as we mentioned in Section
3.3.
To further demonstrate the accuracy of the BiFi-NN, we show the BiFi-NN and
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modified POD-NN approximation of the high-fidelity solution for µ = (0.918, 0.010) in
Figure 4.4. The first row is the high-fidelity solution and the projection error (based
on r = 10 POD basis), the second row shows the approximation and the corresponding
approximation error by a pre-trained modified POD-NN model with N = 100 training
samples, while the last row is those based on BiFi-NN with the same training set.
Both modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN show a good agreement with the high-fidelity
solutions. However, BiFi-NN offered a better accuracy, particularly around the peak
of the solution.
Fig. 4.4. The high-fidelity solution and the projection error (top), the approximation results
and corresponding approximation errors by modified POD-NN (middle) and BiFi-NN (bottom) with
N = 100 training data and r = 10 high-fidelity POD basis for µ = (4.928, 7.355).
4.3. 2D Vorticity Equation. In the third example, we can consider the fol-
lowing 2D vorticity equation for an incompressible flow [36] with a random viscosity
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coefficient:
∂tw = µ∆w − (u · ∇)w (4.9)
with the following initial condition:
w|t=0 = wˆ + (x, y), (4.10)
where
wˆ((x, y), 0) = exp
(
− (x− pi + pi/5)
2 + (y − pi + pi/5)2
0.3
)
− exp
(
− (x− pi − pi/5)
2 + (y − pi + pi/5)2
0.2
)
+ exp
(
− (x− pi − pi/5)
2 + (y − pi − pi/5)2
0.4
)
,
(4.11)
and (x, y) is a random noise uniformly distributed in [-1, 1] to the initial condition,
which is fixed among all the training and test samples. The viscosity µ is varied in
the range of [2× 10−3, 5× 10−3], and the spatial variables (x, y) ∈ [0, 2pi]× [0, 2pi].
Fourier spectral method is employed to solve this problem until the final time
T = 50 with a time step ∆t = 0.1. The high-fidelity model is solved on a uniform
grid of size 128 × 128 in the spatial domain, while the low-fidelity model is solved
on a coarser uniform mesh with a size of 16 × 16. Training samples and 100 test
samples are drawn independently by LHS. The reduced basis set is generated over an
independent set of 100 sample points drawn by LHS.
Figure 4.5 (left) illustrates the approximation error convergence of both modi-
fied POD-NN and BiFi-NN methods with the number of the high-fidelity POD basis
retained. Again, fast error decay for both methods is observed when the number of
POD basis is small. When the reduced dimension r is large enough, it is evident that
BiFi-NN delivers better results over modified POD-NN for a fixed train set. This sig-
nified the effectiveness of additional low-fidelity features we incorporate in BiFi-NN
framework.
Figure 4.5 (right) presents the coefficient errors with respect to the size of the
training set, when the dimension of the reduced approximation space is fixed at r = 16.
The coefficient errors are roughly 10 times larger than the projection error, indicating
that the dominant error contribution is due to the coefficient error committed by the
neural network approximation. It is clear that by utilizing the information from the
low-fidelity model, BiFi-NN is able to improve the accuracy of approximation of the
high-fidelity reduced coefficients and offer more accurate reduced solutions.
We also compare numerical convergence for the original POD-NN and the modi-
fied POD-NN based on 200 training points shown in Figure 4.6. In this example, the
modified POD-NN produced better results as the reduced dimension r is large enough
for this example. This might be because the network configuration of the modified
POD-NN (H = 5) is more compact with that of the original POD-NN (H = 13).
Therefore, it is easier to train with the same training set.
4.4. 2D flow around cylinder. In the last example, we consider a 2D channel
flow around a cylinder [21] with a random inflow condition, which is modeled by the
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Fig. 4.5. Left: Numerical convergence of approximation error εa by modified POD-NN and
BiFi-NN applied to problem (4.9) with training sets of different sizes (N = 100, 200, 400). Right:
Coefficient error with r = 16 by modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN with respect to the size of training
set compared to the projection error. The solid lines are results of BiFi-NN, and the dashed lines
represent modified POD-NN.
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Fig. 4.6. Numerical convergence of approximation error εa by original POD-NN and modified
POD-NN applied to problem (4.9) with a training set of size N = 200. The solid lines are the
approximation errors of original POD-NN, and the dashed lines represent modified POD-NN.
following Naiver-Stokes equations:
u˙+ (u · ∇)u+∇p− ν∆u = f, in Ω× (0, T ],
∇ · u = 0, in Ω× (0, T ],
u = gD, in ΓD × (0, T ],
νn · ∇u− pn = 0, in ΓN × (0, T ],
u = u0, in Ω, for t = 0,
(4.12)
where u and p are the sought velocity and pressure, and f = 1 is a given body force
[21]. The fluid has viscosity ν = 10−3 and unit density. The problem is defined on
a channel Ω ∈ [0, 2.2] × [0.41], with a cylinder of diameter 0.1 centered at (0.2, 0.2).
The boundary ∂Ω is divided into two parts ΓD and ΓN , where ΓD denotes either the
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rigid walls of the channel with gD = 0, or the inflow region with gD the inflow velocity
profile, and ΓN denotes the outlet. On both upper and lower wall and on the cylinder,
a non-slip boundary condition is prescribed. On the right wall, zero initial conditions
are assumed. A random inflow profile with Umax = 0.3 is given on the left wall:
uin =
4Umaxy(0.41− y)
0.412
a(y, z), (4.13)
with
a(y, z) = 1 + σ
d∑
k=1
1
kpi
cos(2kpiy)zk, (4.14)
where z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ [−1, 1]d subjects to a random uniform distribution. Here we
fix d = 5 and σ = 1 (where the positivity of a(y, z) is guaranteed).
Fig. 4.7. The geometry for the 2D flow past cylinder problem (4.12).
We solve the above equation with P1 finite elements. Similar to the previous
example, we consider the following two models: low-fidelity solutions use 119 elements
and high-fidelity solutions use 2522 elements. The geometry and mesh for the low-
fidelity model is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The time step is set to be ∆t = 0.01 and
the final time is T = 1.0. Our output of interest is the magnitude of the flow field. In
this problem, 100 Monte Carlo samples in the parameter space are employed as the
test set and an independent set of 100 Monte Carlo samples is utilized to compute
the reduced basis set.
The approximation errors of both modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN based on three
different training sets (N = 20, 40, 80) are plotted in Figure 4.8 (left). We observed
a fast decay for both methods and they both stagnate roughly around O(10) high-
fidelity POD basis, indicating the coefficient error begins to dominate over the projec-
tion error. The convergence behaviors of modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN are similar.
However, BiFi-NN can continue to decrease and saturates at a lower error level for
a fixed training set. When more training data is available, the error saturation level
can be further reduced shown in Figure 4.8 (left).
The coefficient errors of both methods with respect to the number of training
points, for a fixed reduced dimension r = 18 is further analyzed in Figure 4.8 (right).
In this case, the coefficient error is dominant over the project error, particularly for
the small training set. When the size of training data increases, the coefficient errors
of both methods can be further improved. It is evident that compared with modified
POD-NN, the improvement on the approximation of the high-fidelity coefficients is
quite noticeable by incorporating the low-fidelity feature on BiFi-NN.
5. Summary. In this paper, we proposed a new nonintrusive reduced-order
modeling method (referred to as BiFi-NN). With both low-fidelity data and high-
fidelity data, the method generates the reduced basis set from the collection of high-
fidelity snapshots by POD, and employs two-hidden-layer perceptron to approximate
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Fig. 4.8. Left: Convergence analysis of approximation error εa by modified POD-NN and BiFi-
NN for problem (4.12) with training sets of different sizes (N = 20, 40, 80). Right: Coefficient error
with r = 18 by Modified POD-NN and BiFi-NN with respect to the size of training set compared to
the projection error. The solid lines are results of BiFi-NN, and the dashed lines are of modified
POD-NN.
the high-fidelity POD coefficients with both low-fidelity POD coefficients and the
physical model parameters as input features. With an affordable computational cost,
we demonstrated the improved predictive performance of the proposed method and
the effectiveness of the additional features extracted from low-fidelity models via sev-
eral benchmark examples, particularly for nonlinear problems. Future work includes
evaluating the framework on more complex problems and extending this idea to gen-
eral multi-fidelity case, i.e., the number of fidelities is larger than three.
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